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VIOLATIONS ISSUED DURING TWO  
CODE ENFORCEMENT SWEEPS IN KENNER

Kenner, LA. - A total of more than 40 violations were issued during a pair of recent code sweeps conducted last month by inspectors in the Kenner Code Enforcement Department.

On June 11, code inspectors and workers with Cox Cable and Entergy conducted a sweep in the 600 to 900 blocks of Vouray Drive. The following citations were issued:

- Violations of high grass – 7
- Violations regarding abandoned vehicles – 8
- Violations related to fencing – 4
- Violations of litter rules due to garbage cans – 1
- Violations regarding fascia – 4
- Violations involving unsafe electrical wiring – 2

In addition, Cox Cable representatives ordered 12 disconnections at 809 Vouray and Entergy officials shut off electricity to 811 Vouray because of open wiring that provided service to four units.

On June 17, a sweep in the 3500 and 3600 blocks of West Louisiana State Drive resulted in the following violations:

- High grass and bushes – 5
- Violations regarding abandoned vehicles – 4
- Violations related to fencing – 2
- Violations regarding soffit - 2

In addition, two sheds were ordered torn down by inspectors and a stop work order was issued for a project that required a permit.

“We have been doing these code sweeps on a regular basis, and that is something that is only going to continue,” Mayor Michael Yenni said. “Aggressive code enforcement allows us to tackle neighborhood issues – in some cases before they can become serious problems.”
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